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SECTION B – MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

B-34  MARK HARMON – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-935

Mark Harmon, represented by William G. Blaney, Esq., appeals the removal of his name from the Correctional Police Officer (S9988A), Department of Corrections eligible list on the basis of an unsatisfactory criminal record.

ACTION:

B-35  SONIA DUBLIN – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1698

Sonia Dublin appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Assistant Director of Solid Waste Management (PM1011A), Jersey City.

ACTION:

B-36  JOHN RYAN – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1312

John Ryan appeals his score on the promotional examination for Battalion Fire Chief (PM2151W), Elizabeth.

ACTION:

B-37  RAY ROSA – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1396

Ray Rosa appealing his score on the promotional examination for Battalion Fire Chief (PM2163W), Plainfield

ACTION:

B-38  THOMAS HIGGINS – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1259

Thomas Higgins appeals his score on the promotional examination for Battalion Fire Chief (PM2164W), Pleasantville.

ACTION:

B-39  GREGORY MEEHAN – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1260

Gregory Meehan appeals his score on the promotional examination for Battalion Fire Chief (PM2157W), Newark.

ACTION:
EDWARD WILCHER – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1175

Edward Wilcher appeals his score on the promotional examination for Battalion Fire Chief (PM2157W), Newark.

ACTION:

MICHAEL LORENC, ET AL. – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2020-1006, ET AL.

The Division of Agency Services, on behalf of Lakewood, requests that Michael Lorenc, Michael Marzoca, Michael Young and Peter LaRosa be assigned retroactive appointment dates to the Police Sergeant title.

ACTION:

BRIAN PIO - CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-199

The appeal of Brian Pio, a County Correction Officer with the Salem County Sheriff’s Office, of his removal effective July 19, 2019, on charges, was heard by Administrative Law Judge Jeffrey R. Wilson (ALJ), who rendered his initial decision on December 2, 2019. At its meeting on January 15, 2020, the Civil Service Commission (Commission) did not adopt the ALJ’s recommendation to uphold the removal. Rather, the Commission modified the removal to a six-month suspension and ordered that the appellant attend diversity training. The proposed decision is now submitted for the Commission’s review.

ACTION:

TARALYN YOUNG – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1344

Taralyn Young, a State Park Police Officer with the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), represented by Jeffrey S. Ziegelheim, Esq., requests reconsideration of the administrative decision, rendered on December 18, 2019, in which the Civil Service Commission denied her request for a hearing with respect to her removal.

ACTION:

ASSISTANT ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICIAN – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-328

The Division of Agency Services recommends the reallocation of the Assistant Environmental Technician title to the non-competitive division of the career service in accordance with N.J.A.C. 4A:3-1.2.

ACTION:
B-45 GARAGE ATTENDANT TITLE SERIES – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-2344

The Division of Agency Services (Agency Services) recommends that the Senior Garage Attendant title utilized by local jurisdictions be reallocated to the non-competitive division of the career service in accordance with N.J.A.C. 4A:3-1.2. Agency Services further requests consolidation of the Garage Attendant title series and that the title series be made common for use in State and local governments.

ACTION:

B-46 INSPECTOR APPRENTICE, FIRE SAFETY – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1817

The Division of Agency Services requests the establishment of the noncompetitive title of Inspector Apprentice, Fire Safety and the inactivation of the Inspector Trainee and Assistant Inspector titles.

ACTION:

B-47 CARLOS AROCHO – CSC DOCKET NO. 2017-1644

Carlos Arocho, represented by Bette R. Grayson, Esq., appeals the decision to remove his name from the Fire Fighter (M2554M), Newark, eligible list on the basis of falsification of his application.

ACTION:

B-48 FELIX ACEVEDO – CSC DOCKET NO. 2017-816

Felix Acevedo appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that his position with the Department of Agriculture is properly classified as Agricultural Products Agent 1. The appellant seeks an Agricultural Products Agent 2 job classification.

ACTION:

B-49 MANUEL RODRIGUEZ, ET AL. – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2020-258, ET AL.

Manuel Rodriguez, Thurmond Bridgers, Rebecca Stepniewski, Katrina Waith, Tonya Walker, Shontaya Lockhart and Beverly Dewberry appeal the determinations of the Division of Agency Services that their positions with the Department of Corrections are properly classified as Communications Officer, Department of Corrections. The appellants seek a Senior Communications Operator job classification.

ACTION:
B-50 CHRISTOPHER FORD AND LAWRENCE WINCHELL – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2018-2973 AND 2018-3104

Christopher Ford and Lawrence Winchell appeal the determinations of the Division of Agency Services that they did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Parks Maintenance Specialist 2 (PS5843G), Department of Environmental Protection.

ACTION:

B-51 JAY-ANTHONY GIURICICH – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-368

Jay-Anthony Giuricich appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that he did not meet the experience requirement for the promotional examination for Institutional Trade Instructor 2, Carpentry (PS9046P), Department of Law and Public Safety.

ACTION:

B-52 TIMOTHY GUSHUE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-158

Timothy Gushue appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that he was below the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Safety Inspector (PS2801K), Department of Human Services.

ACTION:

B-53 HAROLD JEAN-LOUIS – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-2050

Harold Jean-Louis appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that he did not meet the experience requirements for the open competitive examination for Assistant Chief Accountant (M0606W), Newark.

ACTION:

B-54 ANTOINE NICOLAS AND MICHAEL HOWLEY – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2020-336 AND 2020-352

Antoine Nicolas and Michael Howley appeal the determinations of the Division of Agency Services that they did not meet the license requirement for the promotional examination for Highway Operations Technician 2 (PS9781T), Department of Transportation.

ACTION:
B-55 DANIEL RUSIN – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-742

Daniel Rusin appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that he did not meet the requirements for the promotional examination for Construction and Maintenance Technician 4 (PS9418T), Department of Transportation.

ACTION:

B-56 COMMUNITY RELATIONS SPECIALIST, LAW ENFORCEMENT (SPECIAL), NEWARK – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1635

The Division of Agency Services requests that the Civil Service Commission order Newark to return the February 13, 2017 certification of the eligible list for Community Relations Specialist, Law Enforcement (Special) for proper disposition.

ACTION:

B-57 SENIOR COMMUNITY RELATIONS SPECIALIST (SPECIAL), NEWARK – CSC DOCKET NO. 2016-3817

The appointing authority’s failure to dispose of the certification for Senior Community Relations Specialist (Special), Newark, while a provisional employee is serving in the title, has been referred to the Civil Service Commission for enforcement.

ACTION:

B-58 ARMINDA MEDINA – CSC DOCKET NO. 2016-3718

Arminda Medina, a former Judiciary Clerk 3 with Union County Superior Court, Judiciary, represented by Dayna R. Katz, Esq., petitions the Civil Service Commission for reconsideration of the final administrative decision, rendered on March 22, 2016, in which the Director of the Division of Appeals and Regulatory Affairs denied her request for a hearing with respect to her removal.

ACTION:
B-59  E.W. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-981

E.W., a Senior Postal Clerk with the Department of the Treasury, appeals the decision of the Director, Division of EEO/AA, Civil Service Commission, which did not substantiate his allegations to support a finding that he had been subject to a violation of the New Jersey State Policy Prohibiting Discrimination in the Workplace.

ACTION: